### PLAYGROUND RULES

#### Oval
- No tackling
- No bulrush or red rover
- No dodge ball unless organised by a teacher
- Wait for duty teachers to arrive before going on oval
- Access to oval strictly via designated path
- No access on other side of canteen
- Staff must retrieve balls if they go out of bounds
- Students must stay in bounds
- No access before or after school unless supervision is available or for sport training
- Always wear a hat - NO HAT NO PLAY
- Use equipment responsibly and return all equipment
- Stay on the grassed flat area and away from wire fencing
- Care for our environment
- No food on the oval
- Acrobatics is not permitted

#### Verandas/Upstairs
- No running at any time
- Climbing or swinging on balustrades or steps is not permitted
- Nothing is to be thrown over verandas
- Bags to be placed on bag racks to ensure a clear path at all times
- No access during lunch breaks

#### Before/After School
- All Playground and sports equipment out of bounds
- No access or departure via staff car park
- Feet on ground to walk scooters or bikes in school grounds
- No loitering in drop off zone or in front of admin
- 3:30 am is the earliest arrival time

#### Canteen/Multi-Purpose
- Line up responsibility
- Only Multi-Purpose toilets to be used during play times (not classroom toilets)
- Do not run through the gardens
- No big balls or kicking
- No footballs or soccer balls
- If using a skipping rope - no helicopter
- Bubblers are not to be climbed on

#### BRO
- Please do not bring your hat to BRO
- Be punctual or risk an additional BRO
- Work and reflect silently
- Complete reflection letter to best of your ability and with detail
- Remain at your desk at all times, wait for permission to leave
- Respect the room and equipment

#### Eating Times
- All rubbish must be placed in bin before children released to play
- Students sit to eat and only roam to visit amenities or bins
- When the play bell goes, children to put hand in the air to indicate they have put their rubbish in the bin, finished eating and are ready to play

#### RLH Computer Lab
- Printing is not permitted during lunch breaks unless it is class work or assignments and with the lab duty supervisor approval
- Open free play only
- Sign will be placed on door if closed
- Lunchtime Lab passes required for lab access
- No Access to Lab until teacher arrives
- Line up quietly outside
- Noise level at a minimum at all times
- No swinging on swivel chairs
- No food or drinks

#### Resource Learning Hub
- Open free play break
- Sign will be placed on door if closed
- No food or drinks in RLH
- No Access to RLH until teacher arrives
- Line up quietly outside
- Noise level at a minimum at all times
- No swinging on swivel chairs
- No hats on inside
- Do not touch or walk on the green screen

#### Junior Playgrounds
- No Hat No Play
- Children not permitted on playground until teacher arrives
- Gardens, flowers, trees and sticks are out of bounds and to be left alone
- No big balls or kicking games
- No eating in this area
- NO access before and after school
- Soft fall is a walking zone
- Feet first down the slide
- Only face forwards and use all bars on monkey bar

#### Multi-Purpose
- No Hat No Play if out of shade
- No big balls or kicking games
- No footballs or soccer balls
- If using a skipping rope - no helicopter
- Walking at all times on concrete
- No Access to port racks during play times
- Use multi-purpose toilet block
- Bubblers are not to be climbed on